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About This Game

Megabyte Punch is a fighting/beat ‘em up game in which you build your own fighter!

As you travel through different environments, you battle other creatures to get their parts. Parts have their own powers and
bonuses, like gun arms for a shoot ability or powerful hips for a devastating pelvic thrust attack. Then, using the abilities of your

customized fighter, you can compete in the tournament or battle against other players in a destructible arena.

The game takes place in an computer world where you protect the Heartcore of your village against the likes of the Valk Empire
and the dreaded Khoteps in 6 different levels with each 3 stages and a boss fight!

Key Features

Chunky stylish graphics.

6 unique electro-worlds with boss fights

150 parts to collect and endless combinations to customize your character.

Pumpin' Electro Soundtrack.

Compete in the tournament for rare parts.
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Up to 4 player local co-op and versus mode.
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A cool game with a great potential! Interesting picturesque areas. I like Gorgons and Minotaurs, but I want more types of
enemies. I saw skeletons in achievements hope there are coming soon.. This is by far the most disappointing space game I've
played yet. Money better spent buying Empyrium I think. This game is ok for my 8 year olds, but it's not terribly challenging for
an adult. It isn't always predictable, so you need to expect to do each puzzle multiple times, which I don't like. Most annoyingly,
the click box for the items doesn't match the image, meaning you have to click just below each item to interact. It got super
frustrating not being able to click items logically.

4\/10 ok but not worth $7. Fun and challenging game, I don't have VR, but this game is fun even without VR. Recommended!.
HIGHLY UNDERRATED. has very good reviews and for a reason. but i feel like this game should be way more popular!
awesome feel to the game, massive maps and the game style and setups are unique in its own way. highly recommend this
game!. This game♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off so much that i threw my keyboard out of my door and deathmetal screamed for 5 mins,
this game is a joke.. Best game in the history of ever. 11\/10 would toucha somebody's spaghet again.. Game is harder than you
think
it have pretty nice graphic and it can go on toaster (belive me)
I prefer it to everyone who love to tryhard and play the same lavels over and over to get best score. Overall it is a bit rough
around the edges, but the makings of a good game are there. The writing is fun, the combat is a good base, and the ideas are
there. It is just held back by how tedious some of the level design and enemy design is. A lot of the level design later into the
game is heavily reliant on mazes, back tracking fetch quests, and back tracking fetch quests in said mazes, and you will find
yourself thinking "oh good, now that I finished this chapter I can stop dealing with these enemies that keep spewing stun balls
out at me" only to realize they are in every chapter later except a different color and with a different status effect they inflict
along with their stun attack that you have to mash out of, and they also brought there cousins that spew stun balls out at you
before they use their powerful charge attack that you can't dodge or parry until you mash out of the stun. Hell, the only reason I
tolerated using the slingshot is because of an upgrade that I went out of my way to get that actually makes it somewhat wieldy
rather than the blind shots you have to do on fast flying enemies by default. I honestly got to the last chapter that had a water
temple-like rising and lowering puzzle maze and I just gave up.

If you really really REALLY are starved of a Mario & Luigi\/Paper Mario like game and can overlook the flaws I'd suggest
waiting on sale. The potential is here, it just needs to be refined.
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A simply wonderful locomotive. A fairly accurate representation of the s15 and a great add on to anyone's collection.

WARNING: This engine borrows most of its sounds from the N15 'Sir Lamiel' King Arthur Class locomotive. If you already
have the Sir Lamiel, and do not wish to have a quote 'copy cat', then this engine is probably not for you.

Also, I had purchased the BR livery pack with this locomotive (sold independently). I'm a big custom route creator and love to
run my locomotives on routes I make, for roleplay purposes. I had noticed that when I purchased the pack, my original s15's
would become invisible if I tried to place them onto my route. It wasn't until I had requested a refund for the BR livery pack
that the southern engines reappeared. I had this problem, but you might not. Just a warning.

Overall, it's one of my favorites to drive. It's BECAUSE of its difficulty that makes it so enjoyable. Never a dull moment on a
Steam Engine! haha

I also recommend getting the West Somerset railway with this engine. The scenic route coupled with this historic loco equals a
great time in my opinion. Also scenarios scenarios scenarios! The s15 has scenarios in this route! :D

I give this engine a solid 8.5\/10. It would be a 10\/10 if it didn't recycle the King Arthur Class sounds though.. At $50 bucks,
no. On sale, its worth it. The RPG portions are fun enough and outnumber the RTS maps and it does add a sense of scale to the
conflict enveloping the continent.

This is mostly an RPG game with instances of RTS. To me, the RTS become more annoying the further I progressed since as
soon as you attack the enemy once, they just are hellbent on constantly swarming your base. Which is a pain when when you
have to hold sectors in order to collect resources there, then wait on horse drawn carts to ferry materials to where ever you are
building. The bigger your base, the more micromanaging it takes.

Thankfully, the RTS levels are broken up with generally several maps\/quests where its played as an RPG game. Now, the RTS
maps can be fun, just less so the further down the campaign you go. At which point, I just used my heroes to dive at the AI's
primary base and kill their town center, which kills off them regardless if they hold other sectors.. Pseudo-dungeon crawler with
pseudo-rpg-tag (meaning there'll be some stats to raise), made by greedy and untalented people, who are using standard Unity
assets from one "game" to another, without really changing anything.

Let me delve into the history a bit. In the 80's and early 90's there were text-based dungeon crawling PC games. Usually it was
like "you've entered the room, it has 2 doors ahead of you, you're hearing growling from the left one, and there's silence and
darkness after the right one, what you'll do?" You had some "key words", commands, which the game could recognize, like
"look around" or "turn left", and that was all the UI you could get. But if you'll dare to draw the map of your way, it was always
logical. As the game developer was starting with such a map, and then parsed it into text descriptions.

Now, speaking of the Vault of Honor, and The Art Of Knuckle Sandwich, and Destination Dungeon: Crypts of Warthallow, all
from the same "developer", they're not working the same way. It's just a random numbers generator, with some events (enemy,
empty room, merchant, trap) and some possible outcomes out of each situation. They are mixed, and going out of the black box
just as the RNG says. Therefore, you'll meet the merchant in the very first screen, when you don't have any money to spend, and
meet some "boss" enemy right after descending the stairs to the next level. You can't plan anything, can't really reach anything,
you just clicking "the next" button until you're out of health.

So, there is absolutely no sense into playing it. There are no goals, you can't accomplish anything. The only achievement you'll
get right after starting and immediately closing this application - like the most of its "users", who paid their money to those
greedy people just to have one more "full complete game" achievement for their profiles, without really doing anything.
Therefore, mark is nil. It's not worth anything, even the words I'm spending now, is too much for this title. Let it rot, don't touch
it, you might catch some illness.... I love visual novels quite a bit. So when an visual novels come to Steam, I usually purchase
them to support said games. It doesn't help that I this game was made by the same people who did "Unhack," a game which I
adore immensely. However, the problem lies in multiple aspects, making it confused as to what the true culprit is which makes
this game not pass.

  Let's break down the elements on the game, starting with the music. This section will be short because, to be frank, the music
is pretty forgettable. Normally, with another game, I wouldn't focus to heavily on this but, with a visual novel, there is a lot more
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riding on the music, It conveys what the game can't so the music needs to convey every emotion just as well as the character's
dialogue and voice cast, if there is one. With "Bermuda," the music felt static. It never felt like it was anything special and, once
the scene was over, the music vanished both from the game and my memory.

  Next, let's look at the story. The story provided is rather silly in concept and is too rushed to be anything special. It also doesn't
help that this seems to be a character driven story but fails in execution, which I will discuss later. The plot is sort of there
because it needed to be, that's all.

  Before moving onto the characters in question, let's address one of the major problems with the game: the gameplay. To be
fair, not many visual novels have a gameplay aspect so, the fact that this one does makes it a tad more interesting for having one.
With that said, the gameplay is boring. If it was difficult but well-made, I wouldn't be able to complain. If it was very easy but
well-made, I'd complain on difficulty but that's it. However, "Bermuda"'s gameplay finds a way to be simple, boring, and
pathetically easily. You move the main character, Edward, on the same map, accomplishing whatever goal is given to you.
Whether that be going to the top floor, buying time for someone, or bringing guards to their untimely demise. The problem is
that it's the same thing, not really changing at all. It's boring is the best way to put it.

  The last point and the largest problem are the characters. There are only about five major characters, not discussing one for
spoiler reasons. The first is Finyomu, the acting commander of the ship. She's only about seven years old but acts much older
than that. She wishes to know more about the surface world, studying humans to learn more about them. Besides some things
that come up later, that's pretty much it. She's a basic character, as if copy and pasted. The second-in-command, Mukan, has
even less character. She's the atypical tomboy, liking girly things (poetry, romance novels, etc.) but having to be a
hard\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on the ship. She's overly protective of Finyomu though she is her best friend. That's it.
Then the human characters. First up is Paul. He's a tough guy who went to jail for protecting another character, Joanna, and is
currently in a relationship with her. He's the guy who the reader might identify with in this situation. He happens to also be the
most developed character in the story. The second human is Joanna. I hate this character. She's barely in the story but has such a
pull on the Paul and Edward. She is clearly in love with Edward but is dating Paul because he asked. She is the only human
teleported back to the surface before something goes wrong . That's all we know! Lastly, we have Edward\/Eddie, the main
character. He's bare bones, nothing special to him at all. Though he loves God...a lot. Exaggerating here but it's almost like every
other sentence is about God. That bothered me immensely and made me start to hate him a bit. It's tiresome, hearing about God
non-stop. That's all there is to it.

  In case you couldn't tell, the main point in that massive section above was this. The story is too short for the characters to
shine. No matter how bland a character might be, they can be exciting in some way throughout the story. Especially in a
character driven story, the length can hinder the characters. Many stories, however, don't have this problem but I finished this
game in just under two hours. That's too short. Visual novels like "Saya no Uta" or "Little Busters!" thrive on their characters.
Though the latter is muchy longer, the former visual novel is fairly short, only about two to ten hours as listen on VNDB.
However, unlike this game, "Saya no Uta" has characters which can shine, even if they aren't the best or most well-written. This
game just didn't take the time so the characters fall flat, killing it along with it.

  One last point before the wrap-up: the voice acting. Though these voice actors are amazing, having a deep love for Christina
Vee and Kyle Herbert, the acting is fairly stiff. I don't know if it's because of the material given but there's something off with
these performances. Well, except Christina Vee, who sounds very good and emotional. Everyone else is stiff.

  "Bermuda" is a game which I wouldn't recommend. If you happen to have it through a friend or in a bundle you were gonna
buy anyway, give it a run through. It most definitely isn't the worst thing out there. However, don't purchase it. Instead, buy
"Unhack," which is by the same people and does everything this game should have done but better.. A good small game about
fighting your friends in one of the three arenas where the floor falls off, using the powers of 4 different characters.
Up to four, local and online but never tried online, there is also a mode in which you can fi ght a horde of monsters alone or
with friends in the same arenas, but it's not too great.

My girlfriend's favorite MP fighting game, maybe because there's a hint of chance so it's not only skill vs skill.

A good game overall for short session, don't play too much though, as it lacks a bit of content to not be burned out too quickly..
If you like time management games with rebuilding villages and houses, you will love this game. The game is about rebuilding
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people's gardens in order to get money to save your grandparents out of dept. The art design of each lvl is wonderfull. Each lvl
has a bonus task and it's up to you to figure out how to solve it. Watch out for that fishy mafia looking guy!

Edit: After completing the game I have to say I was pleased with the purchase. I was very surprised to hear that people found it
hard, but then again this is also the genre I play the most. I didn't have any trouble completing each lvl with gold time (expert
time). So as a conclusion: the game might be hard if you're not very used to the genre, but if you are used to it, you won't feel
bored. :). I really like this route mainly because it covers the era of steam, which is an era where I was fortunate to spend 3 great
years working in, in New Zealand.
I definitely prefer British Routes and Steam because they are the most like the NZ countryside and the 4-wheeled wagons look
so much like those I saw and worked with.
PRO.
The two scenarios I have run to date are very well thought through, with lots of AI traffic to keep the run interesting.
The B1 loco appears to have been updated from the original one, in that the head and taillights appear to be brighter, the whistle
works with both the spacebar and the "B" key {I don't remember the original having 2 whistle options. Also I believe the engine
sounds are a little more "Robust?".

CON.
Some of the Housing near Basford and Basford North appears to have been added in a bit of a rush, quite a few are at an
obscure angle to the terrain and I noticed one block very close to the embankment have their backyards buried.
Hopefully these anomallies can be fixed with a patch in the near future.
DTG have already fixed a problem with the first scenario, that was not recording any Career points. That was fixed very
quickly.

Overall, for me, due to the era and interesting playability I will give this route a 9 out of 10.. CTD on startup, only game that's
never worked on steam for me.
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